Abstrclct-A symmetric priority-based token network is considered. Messages are divided into two priority classes. High-priority messages are assumed to require tight delay constraints. As a result, each station is allowed to establish, at any time, at most a single "real-time" high-priority access connection. High-priority messages are guaranteed access onto the channel within a prescribed limited period. In turn, regular priority messages are only served when the system determines, through the repetitive use of circulating tokens (as used by IEEE 802.5 token-ring-type protocol) that no high-priority messages are currently waiting in the system. Two token schemes employing different service disciplines are used to provide network access. Exact and approximate mean delay formulas for both message classes are derived. Numerical results are then exhibited to illustrate the network performance under various traffic conditions. and the FDDI [3] protocols serve to illustrate the practical use of such schemes, in providing medium access-control for local area networks. A corresponding centralized polling implementation has also been frequently employed; in particular, in various communication bus systems. In recent years, significant research has been dedicated to message delay analysis for various token schemes or polling protocols. Most works [4]-[8] carrying out delay analysis for token schemes assume messages ariving at a station to belong to a single class and employ a single service discipline, such as exhaustive, gated, or limited. Under a gated service discipline, the polled station is allowed to transmit all of the messages resident in its buffer at poll time, while under an exhaustive discipline, the latter messages and all those arriving during the station's dwell time on the channel are transmitted. Under a limited (to K) procedure, the polled station is limited to the transmission of at most K messages. A summary of available analytical results can be found in
and the FDDI [3] protocols serve to illustrate the practical use of such schemes, in providing medium access-control for local area networks. A corresponding centralized polling implementation has also been frequently employed; in particular, in various communication bus systems. In recent years, significant research has been dedicated to message delay analysis for various token schemes or polling protocols. Most works [4]-[8] carrying out delay analysis for token schemes assume messages ariving at a station to belong to a single class and employ a single service discipline, such as exhaustive, gated, or limited. Under a gated service discipline, the polled station is allowed to transmit all of the messages resident in its buffer at poll time, while under an exhaustive discipline, the latter messages and all those arriving during the station's dwell time on the channel are transmitted. Under a limited (to K) procedure, the polled station is limited to the transmission of at most K messages. A summary of available analytical results can be found in
[6] and [9]. However, in practical system implementations, messages are often divided into different priority levels according to their delay time constraints. For example, a network control message, a telemetry packet, or a packetized voice message would require strict delay time limits while an ordinary data message may afford to experience higher delay fluctuations.
Many approaches have been proposed to provide access control for token networks or polling systems which support multipriority messages. A survey of priority polling systems is available in [9].
Paper approved by the Editor for Computer Network Performance of the IEEE Communications Society. Manuscript received July 25, 1988; revised November 24, 1988 , July 5 , 1989 , and October 16, 1989 has been presented and analyzed. Under the latter scheme, all polled stations are served using a single service discipline (exhaustive), but certain stations can be polled more frequently than others. Messages arriving at such a station (queue) would then experience lower delays. In [Ill, high-priority messages are assumed to arrive at a single queue, while all other queues serve only low-priority messages. The high-priority queue is alternately polled between two polls of low-priority queues, while low-priority queues are polled cyclically between high-priority polls. The service discipline for the high-priority queue is exhaustive while limited service disciplines are employed for the low-priority queues. A closed-form expression is obtained for the mean delay for high-priority messages, while approximations are employed to carry out low-priority message delay analysis. In [ 121, a message-priority-based token scheme is investigated, assuming messages arriving at each station to be classified into two priority levels. Under this scheme, different service disciplines are employed for different classes of messages at each station. Tight upper and lower bounds on the mean message delays are obtained. In [13], another priority polling scheme is presented and analyzed (via approximations). In this paper, it is assumed that the system can instantaneously detect the occurrence of high-priority arrival events. Both exhaustive and gated disciplines are studied. At the time a station receives a token, the station instantaneously determines whether there are any high-priority messages waiting for transmission at any station. If so, stations containing high-priority messages are then served. Otherwise, the polled station can transmit all or part of its high-and low-priority messages, according to the service discipline. The preceding priority-based polling schemes provide high-priority messages with lower delays. However, high-priority messages are not guaranteed a maximum delay level. Paper [ 101 -[ 131 further assume an infinite station buffer capacity for queueing high-priority messages. In [14], single message station buffer design is used for queueing high-priority messages. However, packetized voice streams are considered as the only high-priority traffic models, and approximations are used in carrying out low-priority message delay analysis.
Modern integrated-services multiple-access networks and, in particular, high-speed local area networks are typically required to provide "isochronous" and "asynchronous" type services. Under an "isochronous" service, high-priority messages are guaranteed access onto the shared medium within a prescribed time delay. In this paper, we present a priority-based token scheme, which supports high-priority messages requiring tight access delay levels. Each station is permitted to queue, at most, a single high-priority message at any time. Thus a station can equivalently be engaged in at most a single "real-time" type connection at any time. In turn, regular (low) priority messages can queue in an unlimited manner. However, regular priority messages are served only when it is 0090-6778/90/1100-1994$01.00 @ 1990 IEEE determined, through the use of circulating tokens, (similar to the method employed by the IEEE 802.5 token-ring protocol) that no high-priority messages are currently waiting in the system.
We examine two such schemes, corresponding to the use of exhaustive and limited dwell time policies for the service of regular priority messages. It is noted that both schemes are similar to that of the IEEE 802.5 token ring protocol. Thus the performance analysis and results presented here also reflect upon the performance exhibited by the latter scheme.
In Section 11, the system model and protocols are presented. Message delay performance analysis is carried out in Section 111. We obtain exact formulas for the mean delays for both message classes. To reduce the computational complexity, we also derive approximations to the mean message delay, which can be computed efficiently, when the number of stations is not high. In Section IV, we present numerical results, illustrating the network performance under various traffic conditions.
SYSTEM MODEL AND PROTOCOLS

A . System Model
A symmetric token ring network with M stations is considered.
In a token ring network, the token circulates cyclicly among the stations so that arriving messages at stations can be transmitted in a round-robin fashion. The walk time for the token (server) to move from one station to the next one is a key parameter affecting system performance. Here the walk time is assumed to be a constant equal to r (s).
Messages that arrive at each station are assumed to belong to two different classes: class-1 (high priority) and class-2 (low priority). Class-1 messages are assumed to require tight delay time limits. At each station, a single message buffer is used to store class-1 messages so that, at most, a single class-1 message is held at any time in a station buffer. This single-buffer model is used to represent the station as a finite-source generator of class-1 messages, so that, at most, a single outstanding class-1 message is offered by the station at any time. Alternatively, this model is also used to represent a limited buffer queueing system whereby a high-priority message arriving at a station whose buffer is occupied, is blocked. In turn, class-2 messages are assumed to require more relaxed time-delay limits. At each station a buffer of unlimited capacity is dedicated to the queueing of low-priority messages. The message arrival streams at each station for these two classes are assumed to be independent Poisson processes, with class-i arrival rate Xi, i = 1,2. For simplicity, the length (represented as the transmission time; in s) of a class-i message is assumed to be a constant equal to bi, i = 1 , 2 .
B. Scheme L (Limited): A Basic Protocol
In the following, a basic message priority-based token scheme, termed scheme L , is described. The token circulating among the stations can be declared to assume one of two priority levels: high priority and low priority.
If the received token is of low priority, the station is allowed to transmit a message of either class, if any. If the station has a high-priority message, it increases the token priority level and then transmits its message and the token. In turn, if the station holds no high-priority messages but has a low-priority message, it transmits its low-priority message. At the end of this class-2 transmission, the station raises the token priority level and releases a high-priority token. If the station has no messages waiting in its buffer upon the receipt of a low-priority token, it simply passes the token at a priority level equal to its current level.
When a high-priority token is received by a station which has a class-1 message waiting, this class-1 message is transmitted. The station then releases a token at high priority. When a high-priority token is received by a station with no class-1 messages waiting, and this station is the last station to increase the token priority level, and the token is found to have circulated the ring during the last Mr s without encountering any high-priority message, then the token priority level is decreased by this station; if any class-2 messages are waiting at this station and no class-2 message has been transmitted since the last receipt of a low-priority token, the station then transmits a single class-2 message and releases a high-priority token at the end of the transmission; else it simply releases a low-priority token. Otherwise (when a station receives a high-priority token, and none of the previously stated conditions hold), the token is passed at its high-priority level.
To effectively describe the activities of the network under such a protocol, a period during which the token is consecutively kept at a high-priority level is termed a high-priority busy period. For example, if a high-priority message is waiting at station i when a low-priority token is received, a high-priority busy period is initiated. The priority level of the token is raised by station i . The latter station, upon the termination of its transmission, releases a high-priority token. This busy period includes the subsequent transmissions of class-1 messages waiting at any other station, which are consecutively visited by high-priority tokens. When the high-priority token circulates back to the original station, station i , such that during the recent period of Mr (s) no station (including station i ) has any high-priority message ready for transmission when the station is polled by this token, the busy period terminates. The token priority level is then lowered by station i , which is the station responsible for the most recent increase in the token priority level. At this instant, a low-priority message, if any, can be transmitted by station i ; otherwise, a low-priority token will be released.
The busy period described in the preceding, which starts at the instant a low-priority token is received by a station and continues to the subsequent instant the same station is permitted to transmit a low-priority message, is generically defined as a G 1 high-priority busy period, in short, a G I period. We set the duration of the G1 period to zero, if the initiating station, when it receives the low-priority token, has no high-priority message waiting in its buffer.
At the end of a low-priority message transmission by, say, station i , another high-priority busy period is initiated. A high-priority token is released at the beginning of this busy period. This high-priority token is "appended" at the end of the initiating class-2 message and can be used by any station having a waiting class-I message. The circulation of this high-priority token can last for more than one cycle. This high-priority busy period terminates when the high-priority token circulates the ring back to station i such that during the recent Mr (s) no station (including station i ) is found to have any high-priority message. Following the end of this busy period, a low-priority token is released by station i .
The aforementioned busy period, starting from the instant a high-priority token is released by a station that has just finished a class-2 transmission and continuing to the subsequent instant the same station receives a high-priority token encountering no class-1 messages within its last cycle, is defined as a G 2 high-priority busy period, in short, a G 2 period.
Note that, at most, a single low-priority message is transmitted each time a station receives a low-priority token. The protocol described in the preceding thus uses a limited service discipline (providing transmission access to, at most, a single message per token visit) for either message class. [Also see Fig. l 
(a).]
Note that, using IEEE 802.5 terminology, an "idle" token corresponds in our protocol description to any token released by a station. Under the 802.5 protocol, a "busy" token is used for stations to reserve a subsequent token at their requested priority level. Under our protocol, a corresponding mechanism is achieved as follows. A high-priority (idle) token is appended at the end of each message transmission, providing an opportunity for high-priority messages to access the system.
C. Scheme E (Exhaustive): A Variation
This protocol allows a station to transmit additional class-2 messages following the end of its last G 2 period, until its class-2 queue becomes empty. That is, a low-priority token is not released until all waiting class-2 messages at the current station are transmitted. [Also G2 period terminates; a low priority token is released to station i + 1.
see Fig. l(b) .] This scheme thus operates by using an exhaustive discipline for class-2 messages at each station.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. Mean Delay f o r Low-Priority Messages
Because high-priority messages can always be transmitted within a certain time limit, the performance analysis is first focused on the mean message delay of low-priority messages. Other performance measures will be discussed later.
To simplify the use of notations, Gi is also used to denote the length of a Gi period. According to the definition of G,, the duration from the instant a low-priority token is released by a station to the instant its neighboring station is permitted to transmit a low-priority message is given by r + G I . (Notice that GI can assume a zero value.) It is also readily seen that the duration of the period starting with a class-2 transmission and ending at the termination of the ensuing G 2 period is given by b, + G, . With respect to the queueing behavior of class-2 messages, the superposition of walk time r and G1 period is termed as the "adjusted walk time," and is denoted as R = r + G I , while the superposition of class-2 message transmission time and the G 2 period can be viewed as a "generalized service time," and is denoted as S = b, + G,. The variables R and S are noted to be statistically independent, due to the statistical independence of the corresponding high-priority busy periods (as explained later). We can thus describe the stochastic behavior of class-2 messages through the use of a polling system model that serves only singe-priority (class-2) messages. Therefore existing mean message waiting time formulas for single priority With no loss of generality, a high-priority busy period with respect to station M (i.e., with station M responsible for increasing the token priority level) is considered. First, we define the HP (high priority) cycle w.r.t. station M to be the period measured from the instant a high-priority token is released by station M to the next time at which station M releases (or passes) a token [see Fig. 2 (a) and (b)]. A busy period w.r.t. station M , being either a G1 or a G 2 period, can be represented as consisting of an initial period followed by a number of subsequent HP cycles, during the last of which the token circulates the network for a duration equal to M r . The length of the initial period depends on the protocol and the type of the busy period (GI or G2). We start our analysis by investigating HP represents the intervisit time of station i by the high-priority token, starting at the mth HP cycle, given U("'),
Consider an arbitrarily selected HP cycle. We define its corresponding residual busy period, denoted as Gr, to be the period from the start of the selected HP cycle to the termination of its high-priority busy period. If the system state of the selected HP cycle is known, the transition probability function T(U(*+" I U ( m ) ) can be used to calculate the moments of its corresponding residual busy period. Notice that, given the state for a selected HP cycle, the calculation of the first two moments of Gr does not require system states of previous cycles and is independent of the position index Similarly, one can obtain the second moment of the residual busy period by solving the following recurrence equations:
There are 2 M unknown variables in each set of linear equations presented in the preceding. To solve the set of equations in (6), it is necessary to obtain the solution for E[G, I U] from (5) first.
B. GI Period
The length of a G1 period, given that it involves at least one transmission, can be related to a residual busy period with the initial state U = (O,O, * * 0, 1). [See Fig. 2(a) .] This initial state is explained by observing that in a period of duration Mr prior to the start of the G1 period, no high-priority messages are detected. Since a nonnull G1 period initiated at station M is considered, station M contains a high-priority message, which it transmits at the start of the G1 period. (Observe that (0, 0, * -, 0, 1) is the state of the cycle that starts with the most recent token release by station M prior to the start of the G1 period, and ends at the termination of the class-1 message transmission by station M , which is the first transmission in the G1 period.) It is noted that the nonnull G1 period starts Mr s later than the corresponding residual busy period (characterized by the aforementioned state) and this difference needs to be included in the calculation. Hence the expected length of an arbitrary G1 period is given by
where PGl is the probability of a nonzero length G1 period. The latter is also the conditional probability that a high-priority message is waiting at a visited station, given that the token has circulated the ring without encountering any high-priority message within Mr s.
Therefore we have
In a similar way, the second moment of G I is related to the corresponding conditional second moment by -and G: is thus given by
C. G2 Period
The first two moments of G, under both schemes, w.r.t. station M , are obtained as follows. Suppose at the end of a class-2 transmission by station M the high-priority token is released immediately to the next station. The joint queue size distribution for class-1 queues observed by this token in its first HP cycle around the network, denoted as 7r(U(')), is obtained by the following observation.
According to the protocol, the server (token) has circulated the system within Mr s before the start of the class-2 transmission prior to the beginning of the considered G 2 period, detecting no class-1 messages. [See also Fig. 2(b) Having calculated the first two moments of G I and G, and invoking the statistical independence of GI and G, , the mean delay (waiting time + transmission time) for class-2 messages can be readily obtained by employing the corresponding formulas for regular symmetric polling systems after adjusting their "walk times" and "service times." If the employed scheme is linjted, the corresponding formula for class-2 message mean delay D2,, is given by (see [7, eq. High-priority messages are provided tight delay time limits. Under the schemes investigated here, high-priority messages are either admitted and transmitted within a prescribed maximum time delay or are blocked. The delay level used to guarantee the maximum system delay time for an admitted class-I message is a key system performance parameter.
For both schemes, the maximum delay Dmax(Gl) provided for a class-I message transmitted during a G1 period is given by Dmax(Gl) = Mr + Mb, t 19) which is the delay experienced by a message arriving at a station which just finished a class-1 transmission when all other stations have class-1 messages to transmit during this cycle. For both schemes, it is possible for a class-I message to arrive at a station when this station has just started a class-2 transmission. The maximum delay experienced by such a message, which expresses also the maximum delay provided to any message transmitted during a G2 period, is equal to Dmax(G2) = Mr + M b , + b,. (20) Notice that Dm,,(G2) is larger than Dmax(Gl) by a class-2 message transmission time (6,). Thus the length of class-2 messages can be a key factor affecting the class-I message delay limit. The average class-1 message delay will be calculated later in this section.
E. Blocking Probability for Class-I Messages
Another important network performance measure is the class-1 message blocking probability and throughput level. The blocking probability f B for class-1 messages can be calculated by studying their effective throughput. First, we define the nth polling cycle with respect to a station (say, station 1) to be the interval beween the nth and the ( n + 1)th receipts of the low-priority token at station 1. Define Xi, ,, k,., to be the class-i queue size at station j at the kth time when a high-or low-priority token visits a station during the nth polling cycle. Let X , be the system state vector k = 1 , 2 , 3 . . . } , n ? 1. (21) We note that { X,, n = 1 , 2 , 3 . -} is a Markov chain. Let N( X , ) be the total number of high-priority messages transmitted in the system during the nth polling cycle, given the system state X , . Also set A( X , ) to denote the number of class-1 arrivals during the nth polling cycle, given system state X , . Then the blocking proba- 
where the adiusted mean walk time and the generalized mean service time S are given by (16) and (17), respectively. Class-I transmissions occur either in G1 periods or in G 2 periods. Note that each G1 period is initiated following the receipt of a low-priority token, and each G2 period is initiated following a class-2 transmission. In steady state, the average number of class-2 messages served in a polling cycle is equal to the average number of class-2 arrivals in a polling cycle. Hence the average number of G2 periods in a polling cycle is equal to Mx, E [ C ] . The corresponding number of G1 periods (null or nonnull) is clearly equal to M . We possible initial conditions. That is, where r(*) is given by (11).
Using (1 1) and (24)- (29), the blocking probability is calculated. Under a limited discipline, class-2 queues become Enstaye (see (28) and (29).
If the employed discipline is exhaustive and &s 2 1, each station always has waiting class-2 messages in its buffer. A low-priority token will then stay at a station for an infinite duration. The system state would then be described as an alternate class-2 transmission (of duration b2) and a G2 period (of mean duration G 2 ) . The blocking probability PB can then be expressed as
F. Mean Delay f o r Class-I Messages
Since single message buffers are assumed for class-1 messages, the duration of the period that a buffer is occupied by a message is identical to the total system delay for that messze. As a result, the mean delay for class-1 messages, denoted as D,, can be obtained from the class-1 blocking probability PB as follows. At equilibrium, the class-1 admitted message rate, which is equal to h,(l -PB), should be identical to the class-1 message departure rate, which is given by 1 /( D , + X; '). We then have where 1 -PB is given by (24), (30), or (31). The mean class-1 message delay can then be easily calculated by employing (32) and the appropriate blocking probability formula given in the preceding.
G. Approximations
To obtain the exact solutions for E[G, I U], E[G? I U ] , and E[ N, I U ] , we need to solve three different sets of linear equations.
Each set contains 2 M variables. When the number of stations is large, numerical solutions of such linear equations become difficult and/or costly to obtain. Certain approximation techniques are then required.
To obtain a more numerically efficient calculation method, we have observed (in examining numerous system runs) that so that I U I provides a reasonable approximate relevant description of the system state. Similar approximate relationships have also been observed for E[G:
Based on these observed approximations (as well as an additional uniform distribution assumption to be made), we introduce the following approximation technique. We set V to denote the total number of class-1 transmissions during an HP cycle. The transition probability from state V to state V', is approximated as Tu[ V' I VI to be given by where T[U' I U] is given by (3). On the right side of (34) we have implicitly assumed that for a given state V , any station has the same probability as any other station in being involved in a class-1 transmission. In other words, we have set the conditional probability that the system is in state U , given the total number of transmissions V to be governed by an uniform distribution and thus be approximately given by This approximation is motivated by the symmetry of traffic distribution among network stations.
A direct computation of Tu[ V' I VI using (34) can be difficult when the total number of stations M is large. However, the approximate transition matrix Tu[ V' I VI can also be obtained following a procedure suggested in 1191. (See also [20] for a modified version of such a procedure for the current application.)
The following linear equations can be used to obtain E,[ G, I V I , which represents the approximate value for E[G, I U ] , I U I = V , Approximate calculations of other system variables can now be readily obtained using previously derived exact formulas, with certain modifications, when necessary.
IV. NUMEFUCAL EXAMPLES
First, we consider two symmetric token systems with four and eight stations, respectively. In both systems, the following system parameters are employed: walk time r = 1, message length b , = b, = 10, and class-1 arrival rate A, = 0.001. Offered class-2 traffic load, defined as MX, b, , is increased from 0 to 1. Exact class-2 mean message delay versus offered class-2 traffic load performance curves are shown in Fig. 3(a) . As one would expect, the mean class-2 message delay under a limited discipline is longer than that obtained under an exhaustive discipline. Class-1 message blocking probability versus offered class-2 traffic load curves are shown in Fig. 3(b) . We can observe that the blocking probability PB increases as offered class-2 traffic load increases when class-2 queues are still stable. However, if the offered class-2 traffic load is exceedingly high, so that class-2 queues become unstable, the class-1 message blocking probability approaches a constant level. Since the mean delay for class-1 messages is related to the corresponding blocking probability [as expressed by (32)], the class-1 mean delay versus offered class-2 traffic load curves exhibit a similar behavior, as shown in Fig. 3(c) . This behavior is explained by noting that class-1 messages have been granted priority, so that under either the limited or the exhaustive discipline, class-2 messages have only restricted access onto the channel.
Next we examine the system behavior as the offered class-1 traffic load M , b , is increased. We select a token system with four stations. Walk times and message lengths are assumed to be the same as those used in Fig. 3 . Offered class-2 traffic load M&b2 is set equal to 0.2 and 0.4. The class-1 throughput versus offered traffic load curves are first illustrated in Fig. 4(a) . The throughput of loo high-priority messages is found to be almost unaffected by class-2 traffic ( = 0.2, 0.4), so that the corresponding performance curves virtually coincide. We also observe that the class-1 throughput increases (nonlinearly due to blocking) as the offered traffic load increases. Notice that because class-1 messages are served under a limited discipline, the maximum possible throughput (as A, --t 03)
should be equal to b , / ( r + b,). The mean class-2 message delay versus class-I throughput performance curves are then shown in Fig. 4(b) . As the class-1 traffic throughput increase from 0 to 0.7, the mean class-2 delay time is noted to increase rapidly, because of the decrease in available channel capacity for class-2 messages. However, from Fig. 4(c) , one can observe that the mean delay for class-1 messages increases in a highly gradual fashion as the class-I traffic throughput increases. Notice that at high class-1 traffic throughput, class-2 queues become unstable as reflected in the deflection in the class-1 message delay performance curves shown in Fig. 4(c) .
In the following, a set of such priority polling systems serving different numbers of stations are considered. For these systems, M , b , is set equal to 0.2 and M& b, to 0.5. The message length is set equal to b , = 20 and b, = 50, respectively. The total walk time is equal to Mr = 5.0. We then examine the system performance under different numbers of stations, using the exact formulas for M + 2, * . ,8 and the approximate solutions for M = 2,. . a , 16. In Fig. 5(a) , the difference between the mean class-2 message delay under a limited discipline and that obtained under an exhaustive discipline is found to decrease as the number of stations increases. One can also observe that the approximate mean delay results are very close to the exact values. In Fig. 5(b) , the class-1 blocking probability is illustrated for different number of stations. The class-l blocking probability decreases as the number of stations (M) increases. This is caused by the availability of more message buffer capacity as M increases. We also note that the difference between the approximate blocking probability and the exact solution increases as M increases. Thus the approximate procedure presented here is not as precise for assessing the bloclung probability and class-1 delay for large numbers of stations, but is noted to serve as a bound.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, two related token schemes for priority traffic under tight delay limits are presented and analyzed. Exact mean delay formulas for both high-and low-priority messages are obtained. Approximation procedures are also introduced to provide estimates of system performance measures when the number of stations in the network is larger. Delay-throughput performance curves for both schemes are illustrated under different traffic conditions. The presented protocols provide priority services to class-1 messages under tight delay constraints, and restrict channel access of class-2 messages. Class-2 messages therefore experience longer time delays. Class-2 traffic is observed to affect, only in a limited way, the delay-throughput performance of class-I messages. Our formulas can also be used to assess the effects of the system walk times (including, as appropriate, system propagation delays) and token transmission times on the high-priority and low-priority message delay performance. Using the presented analysis, a network designer can reduce the class-1 blocking probability to a desired level by properly selecting and limiting the number of stations and class-2 message sizes.
The schemes analyzed in this paper are similar to the medium access scheme governed by the IEEE 802.5 token ring standard protocol. The performance results presented here should thus reflect also the performance of corresponding IEEE 802.5-related token ring schemes, when operated under similar buffering policy and traffic conditions. The delay analysis procedure developed here can also be employed for other token and priority polling network systems.
Although symmetric network and fixed message sizes have been assumed, our results and analytical procedures can be generalized to other models. For example, the results can be readly extended to Approximate --------. involve a general class-2 message size distribution by extending the corresonding formulas, such as ( l l ) , (12) , and (17 [22] . A preliminary use of such a model (see [ZO] ) has been employed to yield an upper bound for class-2 mean delay under the scheme presented in this paper.
